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About This Content

This [DB Super Pack 1] brings some new exciting content, including additional characters from the latest Dragon Ball series and
playable for the very first time!

 2 new playable characters: Cabbe (with his Super Saiyan transformation) and Frost (Final Form)

 1 new master: Hit

 5 new attacks

 3 new Parallel Quests

 2 new costumes

 5 Super Souls

 2 emotes
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Title: DRAGON BALL XENOVERSE 2 - Super Pack 1
Genre: Action, Adventure, Casual, Massively Multiplayer
Developer:
QLOC, DIMPS
Publisher:
BANDAI NAMCO Entertainment
Franchise:
FRANCHISE
Release Date: 20 Dec, 2016

 7ad7b8b382 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7 and higher (64 bit only)

Processor: AMD Phenom II X2 550, 3.1GHz | Intel Pentium G4400, 3.30GHz

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: GeForce GT 650 | Radeon HD 6570

DirectX: Version 11

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Additional Notes: For Windows 7, service pack 1 is required

English,French,Italian,German,Polish,Russian,Japanese,Korean,Simplified Chinese,Traditional Chinese
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I love the game really good :) The dlc is really over priced for what you get, it's maybe an extra 30 mnis of play maybe an hour
tops i feel very ripped of to be honest was expecting more story.. This may kill you!. I hope in the future they put out more
content than this because I spent alot of money on the season pass expecting full pact dlc not this lack of content.. Just not
enough content to justify the price. You don't even have to play it to comprehend this.. Let's get this out of the way, the pack
adds small stuff, nuff' said. Added like 2 characters and 1 master and some other crap I can't be bothered to remember. It's this
damn PQ 101. I was having a pretty good laugh at people who said PQ 101 was hard. I went,"How hard could THAT be?" Then
I played it. Oh boy if you've ever wanted to go to hell for spending money then boy oh boy is this the level for you. The PQ is
the biggest load of BS I've ever seen. Goku and Vegeta are scouting some areas looking for fighters for the big Universe 6\/
Universe 7 fight. No big deal, right? Except it may appear Goku and Vegeta got jacked up before coming to look for fighters
and now are the most incompetent and pathetic excuse for fighters. Every single blow taken in this stage by them will murder
their health bar. Not only that, but the opponents seem to be on steroids because they will mess you up. After Vegeta went down
I thought,"Oh, just revive him!" Nope. That fool dead. That's right. If they both go down, you LOSE. So, you're telling me that
the guys with mouse wheel sized healthbars aren't SUPPOSED to go down? \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665T.
Anyway, there's no point in playing it. Xenoverse 1's DLC was pretty good. Did they just stop caring? I dunno! All I can tell you
is unless you're a hardcore fan of the show and games, you might as well buy it. I bought it with the game. If you don't have it
yet, PLEASE DON'T BUY THIS THE DAMN PACK WAIT FOR THEM TO GET IT TOGETHER TO MAKE ANOTHER
PACK.. Only doing this because of Hit.. Buy it for the Super-Souls or not at all. Won't recommend buying it unless the price
drops to $3 at MOST.. This counts as one of the DLC's in the season pass?
Damn, I feel this is severly lacking in content; 30 minutes of play, tops, and no new story.

For shame.

And I just noticed the price >:(

You as developers did a bad thing and you should feel bad.

I LOVE Xenoverse 2, but seriously, get your s h i t together.
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in the season pass?
Damn, I feel this is severly lacking in content; 30 minutes of play, tops, and no new story.

For shame.

And I just noticed the price >:(

You as developers did a bad thing and you should feel bad.

I LOVE Xenoverse 2, but seriously, get your s h i t together.. Let's get this out of the way, the pack adds small stuff, nuff' said.
Added like 2 characters and 1 master and some other crap I can't be bothered to remember. It's this damn PQ 101. I was having
a pretty good laugh at people who said PQ 101 was hard. I went,"How hard could THAT be?" Then I played it. Oh boy if you've
ever wanted to go to hell for spending money then boy oh boy is this the level for you. The PQ is the biggest load of BS I've ever
seen. Goku and Vegeta are scouting some areas looking for fighters for the big Universe 6\/ Universe 7 fight. No big deal, right?
Except it may appear Goku and Vegeta got jacked up before coming to look for fighters and now are the most incompetent and
pathetic excuse for fighters. Every single blow taken in this stage by them will murder their health bar. Not only that, but the
opponents seem to be on steroids because they will mess you up. After Vegeta went down I thought,"Oh, just revive him!"
Nope. That fool dead. That's right. If they both go down, you LOSE. So, you're telling me that the guys with mouse wheel sized
healthbars aren't SUPPOSED to go down? \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665T. Anyway, there's no point in
playing it. Xenoverse 1's DLC was pretty good. Did they just stop caring? I dunno! All I can tell you is unless you're a hardcore
fan of the show and games, you might as well buy it. I bought it with the game. If you don't have it yet, PLEASE DON'T BUY
THIS THE DAMN PACK WAIT FOR THEM TO GET IT TOGETHER TO MAKE ANOTHER PACK.. Two new characters,
new skills to use for your avatar and a few new skills to use for hit and goku. Needs a STORY DLC like the tournament
between the two universes or something entirely new. The amount of content will only satisfy you for a couple hours and thats
it. Please improve the AI as well, sometimes it does get too easy to fight offline enemies.. First of all, Hit is still making his
Donuts for Goku.

Seriously, though. This DLC seems rather.... lacking. Two characters, Frost & Cabba, it's cool, but where are Magetta and
Botamo? There's no new story elements, there's only three parallel quests which is rather disappointing. One of the cooler things
was being able to have Hit as your master, and learning some of his abilities.

Sadly for me, the cons outweigh the pro's. I hope the future DLC improves upon how many characters we get, since the
Universal Survival Arc is incoming, which would mean that we should get some of those characters too. I'd also like some more
story to be added with the DLC.

. In my opinion the only reason to buy is Hit as master, I love his techniques. The PQ's are just fighting against many enemies
and neither Cabba nor Cold is very special.
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